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We have used multiphoton absorption polymerization to fabricate a series of microscale polymer
cantilevers. Atomic force microscopy has been used to characterize the mechanical properties of
microcantilevers with spring constants that were found to span more than four decades. From these
data, we extracted a Young’s modulus ofE=0.44 GPa for these microscale cantilevers. The wide
stiffness range and relatively low elastic modulus of the microstructures make them attractive
candidates for a range of microcantilever applications, including measurements on soft matter.
© 2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1863414g

Multiphoton absorption polymerizationsMAPd1–4 offers
the unparalleled ability to create arbitrarily complex 3D
polymeric structures with a resolution that can be in the
range of 100 nm.5 Structures created using MAP may find
use in a broad range of micromechanical and microfluidic
applications spanning the physical and biological sciences.
As such, there is great interest in understanding how the
mechanical properties of structures created with MAP com-
pared to those of structures created from the same materials
via conventional photopolymerization. In the one reported
study on this topic to date, the force constant of a polymeric
spring fabricated via MAP was estimated by two different
methods to be betweenthree and five orders of magnitude
smaller than would be predicted from the properties of the
bulk polymer.6 If correct, this surprising result has significant
implications for the creation of functional microstructures
with MAP. In this letter, we examine this issue by making
force measurements on microscopic cantilevers fabricated
from a similar polymer using MAP. We find that the Young’s
modulus of the cantilevers is of the same order of magnitude
as that of the bulk polymer and demonstrate that transparent
microcantilevers with spring constants spanning a broad
stiffness ranges,10−2–102 N/md can be fabricated readily
with MAP.

MAP fabrication7,8 is achieved in our case with a fo-
cused ultrafast laser beam centered at 800 nm, a wavelength
to which liquid acrylic prepolymer resins are transparent.
Pairs of photons cause local polymerization within the tight
focal volume of the beam. The center point of this voxel is
translated in thex, y, and z directions using a motorized
microscope stage, creating positive solid 3D structures of
preprogrammed shape in the resin. Unpolymerized material
is washed away when the fabrication is complete, leaving
behind the desired structuresscantilevers, in this instanced.
Our prepolymer resin is composed of equal parts SR-499,
ethoxylated trimethylolpropanetriacrylatesSartomerd, and
SR-368, triss2-hydroxyethyldisocyanurate triacrylatesSar-

tomerd, with 3%wt. Lucirin-TPOL, 2,4,6-trimethyl-
benzoylethoxyphenylphosphine oxidesBASFd employed as a
photoinitiator. The preparation of the samples for photopoly-
merization and the experimental setup used are explained in
detail elsewhere.9 At present, our system can create struc-
tures with features sizes under 200 nm. Examples of com-
plex microstructures made by this method can be found in
Refs. 10 and 11.

To fabricate MAP microcantilevers, we begin by prepar-
ing a rectangular base structure from the same polymer, ei-
ther in bulk form via conventional photopolymerization or
by the MAP process. Using MAP, the microcantilever is then
fabricated such that it extends from this base. A SEM image
of a polymer cantilever, along with a closeup of its surface, is
shown in Fig. 1. The surface roughness is on the submicron
scale, although ridges due to a longer dwell time at turning
points of the stage are visible at the edges of the cantilever.

We have fabricated a number of such cantilevers with a
different physical dimensions, and thus with different me-
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FIG. 1. SEM image of a 4mm thick320 mm wide3155 mm tall polymer
cantilever fabricated by MAP. The inset is a closer view of the surface of the
cantilever. A film of gold was evaporated to facilitate SEM imaging. As
prepared, these devices are transparent to visible light.
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chanical properties. Typical dimensions are 100mm long
320 mm wide310 mm thick. The stiffness of a cantilever
with a uniform rectangular cross section can be expressed by
its spring constant,k, which is given byk=Ewt3/4,3, where
E is the Young’s elastic modulus of the material, andw, t,
and, are the width, thickness, and length of the cantilever,
respectively. In order to characterize the mechanical proper-
ties of microstructures prepared by this multiphoton process,
we measured the spring constants of a number of cantilevers,
and extractedE from these measurements.

We used the force-distance feature of a commercial
AFM12 sVeeco / DI Dimension 3100d to measure the canti-
lever spring constants. In this technique, a “sample” cantile-
ver fabricated by MAP is deflected with a calibrated AFM
cantilever, as shown in the schematic inset to Fig. 2. We first
measured the effective spring constant of a polymeric canti-
lever as a function of the point of contactx along its length.
We employed two different calibrated cantileverssMikro-
mash Model NSC16-Fd with quoted spring constants of 40.9
and 38.9 N/ms±10%d. The force-displacement feature of
the AFM itself was calibrated by pressing on a noncompliant
surfacese.g., a silicon substrated with a cantilever of known
spring constant.

Upon mutual deflection, the forces acting on the two
cantilevers arranged as in Fig. 2 are equal,k1d1=k2d2, where
1 and 2 refer to the known and unknown cantilevers, and the
d’s are the corresponding vertical deflections of these canti-
levers. The AFM used for our experiment measures the de-
flection of the known cantilever as a function of the change
in the z-axis piezoelectric crystal,dp, and the sum of the
sample cantilever deflection and AFM cantilever deflection
gives the change in this piezo,dp=d1+d2. Using the slopem
of a d1 vs dp plot, we can writek2=k1m/ s1−md, giving the
quantity we desiresk2d in terms of knownsk1d or measured
smd quantities. By this method, we measured a spring con-
stant of 36.2±0.4 N/m for the above “38.9 N/m” cantilever,
clearly within the manufacturer’s 10% uncertainty. As can be
seen from the lower right inset in Fig. 2, the measured spring

constant follows the theoreticalk,x−3 curve, especially as
the contact point is moved closer to the end of the tested
cantilever sx=,d. Deviations arise for smaller values ofx,
possibly because of an anharmonic response.

These results showed that the force-distance feature of
the AFM can be utilized for spring constant measurements,
allowing us to then measure the spring constants of our poly-
mer cantilevers. Using this technique, we measured the
spring constants of several polymer cantilevers having differ-
ent dimensions. Table I shows a list of cantilevers with their
dimensions and measured spring constants. About half of the
uncertainty in this latter quantity stems from the 10% uncer-
tainty in the spring constants of the commercially calibrated
cantilevers used in the measurements.

In Fig. 2, we plot on linearsmain plotd and log–log
supper insetd scales the six measured spring constants in
Table I versussw/4dst /,d3, as calculated from the table. It is
important to note that the force constant is observed to vary
linearly with sw/4dst /,d3 over the rather broad range of can-
tilever dimensions that were investigated, suggesting that
finite-size effects do not play a role in determining the elastic
properties of the cantilevers on these size scales. The slope
of the linear plot implies a Young’s modulus ofE
=0.44±0.03 GPa. Using this value, in Table I we also show
the calculated spring constants for the tested cantilevers. A
seventh device’s dimensions were recorded by SEM, but this
one proved too soft for its spring constant to be measured
reliably via the AFM method above. Thus, the onlyk given
in the table is that calculated with the use of the derived
Young’s modulus.

The measured Young’s modulus is nearly an order of
magnitude smaller than that of SU-8sRef. 13d and other such
hard polymer materials. In order to investigate this further,
we measured the elastic properties ofmacroscaleobjects
made from our acrylic polymer in a single-photon process.
Cylinders of 3 mm diameter and 20 mm length, polymerized
by white light and tested by an Instron Model 4202 mechani-
cal testing system, yielded a Young’s modulus of 2 GPa.
Other simple macrostructures tested by nanoindentation gave
similar values. These values are about 4 times larger than
those of MAP-fabricated cantilevers. As a double check, to
ensure that our AFM-derived results were not skewed by the
sharp AFM tip indenting the compliant polymer surface
while bending the cantilever, a nanoindentation experiment
performed directly on a two-photon-fabricated microstruc-
ture snoncantileverd using the AFM gave a modulus of
0.52±0.11 GPa, confirming our main result.

FIG. 2. Spring constantsk of MAP-fabricated polymer cantilevers vs size
parametersw/4dst / ld3, showing correspondence across several decades. The
slope is the Young’s modulus of the polymer. Left inset: same data on log
scales. Right inset: Effective spring constantk* of a Si AFM cantilever vs
point of contactx along the cantilever lengthstotal length,d, used to verify
the AFM method employed, and sketched at right.

TABLE I. Dimensionssthicknesst, width w, and length,d and measured
spring constantsk with their uncertainties for six cantilevers fabricated by
MAP and characterized via AFM. Also shown are calculated spring con-
stants using the Young’s modulus derived from the data. Only the calculated
spring constant is given for the device on the top line.

t smmd w smmd , smmd kcalc sN/md kmeassN/md dk/k s%d

5.0 8.3 260.3 0.0065 - -
4.0 20.0 155.0 0.04 0.04 25
15.0 19.5 113.7 3.9 3.0 16
10.6 19.8 87.4 4.9 4.5 20
17.1 29.8 107.3 13.3 12.9 18
20.1 29.5 96.4 29.4 20.4 20
14.3 29.1 51.9 67.0 67.5 32
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While the Young’s modulus that we measure for MAP
cantilevers differs significantly from that of the bulk poly-
mer, the magnitude of this discrepancy is plausible and is far
smaller than that found previously.6 Since the previous
experiments6 were conducted in a liquid, it is possible that
Reynold’s number considerations were not taken into ac-
count properly. We are continuing to investigate the differ-
ence in Young’s modulus between polymers created conven-
tionally and with MAP, and we suspect that this effect is due
at least in part to the fact that MAP hardens the resin on a
voxel-by-voxel basis. Not only does each voxel have a high
surface-to-volume ratio, but it is also possible for the two
components of the resin to disproportionate over the course
of polymerization in the small volume of a voxel.

Our studies also underscore the fact that MAP cantile-
vers may have significant advantages over conventional can-
tilevers in particular applications. The range of spring con-
stants of our MAP cantilevers covers most of that used in the
commercial AFM market. Our polymer is more than 400
times softer than Si and close to 1000 times softer than
Si3N4, based on Young’s moduli14 s ESi=190 GPa and
ESi3N4

,400 GPad, which allows us to fabricate much softer
cantilevers that may be of use in studies of soft condensed
matter.

MAP cantilevers offer considerably more freedom in de-
sign than do Si-based cantilevers; for instance, cantilevers
with nonuniform thickness, which can have favorable ther-
mal noise characteristics,15 are no more difficult to create
with MAP than are ones with uniform thickness. In addition,
MAP polymer cantilevers are optically transparentsunlike
Sid and are easily functionalized, features that can be ex-
ploited to investigate biosensing or optical functionalities.

In summary, we have used a series of microcantilevers
created via multiphoton absorption polymerization to mea-
sure the Young’s modulus of an acrylic polymer. While the
elastic modulus of the MAP material is smaller than that of
the bulk polymer, the difference is only about a factor of

four. A broad range of force constants is accessible with
MAP cantilevers of reasonable dimensions, and the MAP
technique offers complete flexibility in the design of micro-
cantilevers.
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